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Icy Sparks

Rural Kentucky in the 1950s is not an easy place to grow up, and it's especially hard for 10-year-old
Icy Sparks, an orphan suffering from undiagnosed Tourette Syndrome, who lives with her
grandparents. Icy's adolescence is marred by the humiliation of her illness. Its all-too-visible signs
are the source of endless mystery and hilarity as everyone around her offers an opinion about
what's troubling the girl. Eventually, Icy finds solace in the company of Miss Emily, an obese woman
who knows what it's like to be an outcast in this tight-knit community. Narrated by now-grown Icy,
this novel shimmers with warmth and humor as it recounts a young girl's painful and poignant
journey into womanhood - and the many lives she touches and enriches along the way.
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This book was a gift to me from a person who recognized the difficulties a family faces when a child
has Tourette Syndrome. It follows the childhood, adolescence and early adulthood of a girl in the
1950's with a condition that we now know as Tourette Syndrome, but back then, and in that area,
was simply called "the fits." We see the heroine as a person first, even a delightful and insightful
person, but one whose symptoms are misunderstood, and who sometimes endures egregious
"treatments" that never cure her "problem."Today, we consider ourselves "enlightened" in our views
of Tourette Syndrome, but I can report that this is only true in the abstract. Revulsion toward people
who cannot control some movements or noises continues even to this day, and prevents their full
acceptance and participation in activities that we 'normal' people take for granted; attending church,
being allowed in a 'normal' classroom, being accepted by 'normal' peers. The book details how

cruelly a likable and talented girl is treated because of her differentness in the 1950's, but it is not so
far from the truth of what sometimes happens today to these defenseless and innocent children.This
book could have descended into the misery these people often suffer, but instead it's a book of self
discovery, and even triumphs. There is a hilarious passage where Icy is involved in her first
relationship with a boy. Although she has Tourette's, we know her as a teenage girl first. We can all
identify with the awkwardness that she encounters in what she might have expected to be a
romantic interlude.The book follows Icy to early adulthood, with the scars but also the self
knowledge that Icy carries like a veteran.
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